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Abstract

Incremental text-to-speech systems aim at synthesizing a text ‘on-the-fly’, while the user is typing a sentence. In this context, this article addresses the problem of the part-of-speech tagging (POS, i.e. lexical category) which is a critical step for accurate grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and prosody estimation. Here, the main challenge is to estimate the POS of a given word without knowing its ‘right context’ (i.e. the following words which are not available yet). To address this issue, we propose a method based on a set of decision trees estimating online whether a given POS tag is likely to be modified when more right-contextual information becomes available. In such a case, the synthesis is delayed until POS stability is guaranteed. This results in delivering the synthetic voice in word chunks of variable length. Objective evaluation on French shows that the proposed method is able to estimate POS tags with more than a 92% accuracy (compared to a non-incremental system) while minimizing the synthesis latency (between 1 and 4 words). Perceptual evaluation (ranking test) is then carried in the context of HMM-based speech synthesis. Experimental results show that the word grouping resulting from the proposed method is rated more acceptable than word-by-word incremental synthesis.
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1. Introduction

Text-to-speech (TTS) systems are now able to produce very high-quality synthetic voice. They can be used as a substitute voice by people with severe communication disorders (such as patients with Parkinson’s disease or ALS). However, TTS-based communication lacks interactivity since the synthesis is generally triggered on a per-sentence basis. Therefore, the listener (i.e. the communication partner) has to wait for a complete sentence to be typed down. This increases drastically the communication latency and often results in some frustration for both the patient and the system user. Incremental TTS (iTTS) \cite{1, 2, 3} aims at improving this interactivity issue by delivering the synthetic voice ‘on-the-fly’ (i.e. while the user is typing the target sentence) with almost the same quality as a conventional (i.e. non-incremental) TTS.

The main challenge in iTTS is to perform the two main steps of a conventional TTS, that are text analysis (often referred to as natural language processing, NLP) and waveform generation, when considering only a limited lookahead. In other word, the iTTS paradigm assumes that the synthesis of a given word can rely only on its ‘left-context’ (i.e. the words before it) and that almost no ‘right-context’ (i.e. the words after it) is available. In our previous study \cite{4}, we focused on the waveform generation step in the context of HMM-based speech synthesis. We proposed a method for building HMM voices using models trained with limited and adaptive lookahead. In this paper, we focus on the text analysis step, and in particular on Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging. This step consists in assigning a lexical category to each word (e.g. noun, verb, etc.), based on both morphological analysis and syntactic constraints, i.e. its relationship with left- and right-adjacent words in the sentence. POS-tagging is critical for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion but also for prosody estimation since the syntactic structure of the sentence is actually derived from the POS tags.

In \cite{5}, Beuck et al. propose four strategies for performing POS-tagging incrementally, in the context of NLP. These strategies as well as their use in the context of iTTS can be briefly summarized as follows:

- estimating POS tags using left-context only. In iTTS, this results in a zero delay for delivering the synthetic voice but some POS tags may be inaccurate.
- considering a fixed size lookahead (typically 2 or 3 words) for disambiguating POS tags. In iTTS, this results in a constant latency but likely more accurate POS tags.
- recalculating the POS of a given word already tagged when more right-context becomes available (a system allowing such behavior is referred by the authors as a non-monotonic system). In iTTS, the synthesis has to be postponed until the POS tag can no longer be modified. As discussed later, this is the core idea of the iTTS architecture proposed in this article.
- considering multiple hypothesis for each new available word. In iTTS, this will require to propagate such ambiguities to the signal processing module. This approach seems interesting but is not considered in the present study.

In line with the third strategy, we propose a method for estimating POS tags accurately in the context of iTTS while
minimizing the lookahead (and thus maximizing the reactivity of the synthesizer). The proposed method (described in Section 2) is based on a set of decision trees estimating online whether a given POS tag is likely to be modified when more right-contextual information becomes available. Each decision tree models the stability of a POS tag for a given left-context and a given lookahead. In the present study, we consider an adaptive lookahead between 0 and 2 words. The synthesis of a word is triggered as soon as the stability of its related POS-tag is guaranteed. This results in delivering the synthetic voice in word chunks of variable length (i.e. adaptive latency). A general overview of the proposed architecture for a so-called “adaptive-latency iTTS” is presented in Figure 1. The proposed method is evaluated both objectively and perceptually, in the context of our HMM-based iTTS system for French [4] (Section 3).

2. Proposed method

2.1. POS-tagging in incremental TTS

Many approaches have been proposed in the literature to address automatic POS-tagging in conventional (i.e. non-incremental) TTS (see [6], ch. 10 and [7] for reviews). Modern taggers are almost all based on the following two steps: (1) the extraction of one or several hypothesis for each word considered separately from its context and (2) a global optimization which aims at alleviating ambiguities by making use of the large-span context. POSTagger such as TnT [8] or Festival [9] use second order Markov models with states representing the tags and outputs (i.e. observations) representing the words (and thus state transition probabilities modeling pairs of tags). The POS-tagger used in this study for French language, called COMPOST [10], is based on the same approach. Following the formulation used in [8], the most likely tag sequence \( \hat{c}_1, \ldots, \hat{c}_T \) associated with the word sequence \( w_1, \ldots, w_T \) of length \( T \) is defined as such:

\[
\arg \max_{c_1, \ldots, c_T} \prod_{t=1}^{T} P(c_t|c_{t-1}, c_{t-2}) P(w_t|c_t) P(c_{t+1}|c_t)
\]

where \( c_{-1}, c_0 \), and \( c_{T+1} \) are beginning/end sentence markers, \( P(w_t|c_1) \) is related to tag estimation without taking into account any contextual information and \( P(c_t|c_{-1}, c_{-2}) \) refers to a 3-gram model providing prior information on the current tag \( c_t \) given the tags of the two previous words \( (c_{-1} \text{ and } c_{-2}) \). These probabilities can be derived from relative frequencies estimated on large text corpora. In the framework of Markov modeling, Equation (1) is typically solved using the Viterbi algorithm.

Such formulation assumes that the final tag \( c_{T+1} \) is known without any ambiguity (as well as \( c_{-1} \) and \( c_0 \)). In conventional TTS, it often corresponds to a “End-of-sentence” marker such as a period. However, such assumption can not be made when processing the input text incrementally. Thus, the POS-tagging technique needs to be adapted. Here, we propose to solve (1) for the word sequence \( w_1, \ldots, w_T \) each time a new word \( w_t \) is made available (e.g. when the user presses the space bar), using the forward-backward rather than the Viterbi algorithm. The associated tag \( c_t \) is defined as the one that maximizes the forward probabilities \( \alpha_t(j, k) = P(c_1, \ldots, c_{t-1} = j, c_t = k|w_1, \ldots, w_t) \) over all the possible \( N \) tags. This forward probability can be calculated using the well-known recursive expression:

\[
\alpha_t(j, k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_{t-1}(i, j) P(c_t = k|c_{t-1} = j, c_{t-2} = i)
\]

assuming that word \( w_{t-2} \) was given the tag \( i \) and a transition between states \( j \) and \( k \) at times \( t-1 \) and \( t \). Each previous word \( w_t \) of \( w_1, \ldots, w_{t-1} \) is then tagged by calculating the posterior probabilities:

\[
P(c_t = k|w_1, \ldots, w_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha_t(j, k) \beta_t(j, k)\]

with \( \beta_t(j, k) \) the backward probability given by:

\[
\beta_t(j, k) = \beta_{t+1}(i, j) P(c_t = k|c_{t+1} = j, c_{t+2} = i)
\]

2.2. Evaluation of POS tag stability using decision trees

The POS-tagging procedure presented in the previous section is sub-optimal since an uncertainty remains on the final tag \( c_T \). Indeed, its online estimation relies only on the left-context and therefore may sometimes be incorrect. Moreover, if \( c_T \) is incorrect, the backward propagation may influence in a bad way the tags further left (i.e. \( c_{T-1}, \ldots, c_1 \)). To alleviate this potential negative effect, we propose a method for estimating the stability of a POS tag in a given (syntactic) context, that is how it is likely to be modified when more right-context becomes available.

The proposed method is based on a set of 3 binary decision trees. Each decision tree models the stability of a POS tag for a given lookahead (i.e. right-context) of 0,1, or 2 words. Input features are composed of a sequence of 3 consecutive tags \( [c_{t-2}, c_{t-1}, c_{t}] \) calculated incrementally, together with their associated probabilities \( P(c_{t-2} = i|w_1, \ldots, w_t), P(c_{t-1} = j|w_1, \ldots, w_t), P(c_t = k|w_1, \ldots, w_t) \) given by Equation (3). The output feature is a binary value indicating if the POS tag calculated incrementally matches the one estimated from the complete left and right context. In other word, for each tree, the set of yes/no questions partitions the training set regarding to the following rules: “Is \( c_T|w_1, \ldots, w_{t-1} \) equal to \( c_T|w_1, \ldots, w_T \)?” where \( L \) is the considered lookahead and \( T \) the number of words in each training sentence. Note that \( c_{-1} \) and \( c_0 \) are set as an explicit Beginning-of-Sentence class with a probability equal to 1. As an example, let us consider the French sentence “Cet été, les enfants vont à la mer” (“This summer, the children will go to the sea”). Training input observations are built by successively sending the following chunks to the POS-tagger: “Cet”, “Cet été,”, “Cet été, les”, “Cet été, les enfants vont”, etc. and by storing the successive POS tags for each word, with their respective probabilities.

2.3. Adaptive latency iTTS

As already mentioned, a POS-tagging error can have important consequences on the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion as well as on the prosody. With this consideration in mind, we propose a new iTTS architecture in which the synthesis of a given word \( w_t \) is delayed until the stability of its associated POS-tag (determined using the procedure describe in Section 2.1) is guaranteed. This stability is assessed using the decision trees presented in Section 2.2. The proposed algorithm for triggering the synthesis is presented in Algorithm 1. This procedure results in delivering the synthetic voice in word chunks of variable length, introducing a variable latency but maximizing the POS-tagging accuracy. The maximum latency which can be obtained using this procedure is 3 words. This happens when a given POS tag is still classified as “unstable” even when considering a 2-words lookahead.
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3. Experiments
3.1. Objective evaluation
The proposed method was evaluated in the context of our incre-
mental HMM-based speech synthesis system [4], which is based on the NLP front-end COMPOST [10] and the HTS toolkit [11]. The corpus used for training the decision trees was extracted from the two French books “Notre-Dame de Paris”, by Victor Hugo and “Le tour du monde en 80 jours”, by Jules Verne. This corpus consists in 20154 sentences (290801 words).
The corpus was divided into a training set (2/3 of the corpus : 13436 sentences, around 193000 words) and a testing set (1/3 of the corpus : 6718 sentences, around 98000 words). The training of the decision trees was done using Matlab (classregtree package).

First, we evaluated the performance for each of the 3 de-
cision trees considered independently. That is, their ability to evaluate whether a POS tag is likely to be modified when considering more right-context (i.e. a lookahead of 0, 1, or 2 words). The performance was measured by calculating the accuracy (Acc), defined as
\[
Acc = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN}
\]
where TP, TN, FP, and FN are respectively true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives. Results are presented in Figure 2.
First, let us discuss the performance in terms of POS tag correctness as a function of the lookahead (that is the raw performance of the NLP front-end COMPOST considered in this study). With no lookahead, around 40% of the POS tag are badly estimated (i.e. \(\frac{TN+FP}{TP+FN+TN+FP}\)). As expected, the performance increases with the lookahead, with 9% of error when considering 1 word, and less than 2% when considering 2 words. These results show that (1) POS tags can be accurately estimated online when considering at least a lookahead of two words, (2) a new strategy was in fact needed to achieve lower latency. Let us now discuss the ability of the decision trees to evaluate the stability of a POS tag.

\[\text{Data: } \{w_{t-2}, w_{t-1}, w_t\}, \{c_{t-2}, c_{t-1}, c_t\}\]
\[\text{waiting list: Typed words, not synthesized yet.}\]
\[\text{if } w_{t-2} \text{ is in waiting list then}\]
\[\text{Synthesize}(w_{t-2})\]
\[\text{if } w_{t-2} \text{ is in waiting list then}\]
\[\text{if } \text{IsStable}(c_{t-2}) \text{- (2-word lookahead) then}\]
\[\text{Synthesize}(w_{t-2})\]
\[\text{else}\]
\[\text{Put } w_{t-2}, w_{t-1}, w_t \text{ in waiting list return.}\]
\[\text{if } w_{t-1} \text{ is in waiting list then}\]
\[\text{if } \text{IsStable}(c_{t-1}) \text{- (1-word lookahead) then}\]
\[\text{Synthesize}(w_{t-1})\]
\[\text{else}\]
\[\text{Put } w_{t-1}, w_t \text{ in waiting list return;}\]
\[\text{if } w_t \text{ is in waiting list then}\]
\[\text{if } \text{IsStable}(c_t) \text{- (0-word lookahead) then}\]
\[\text{Synthesize}(w_t)\]
\[\text{else}\]
\[\text{Put } w_t \text{ in waiting list return;}\]

Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm for scheduling the incremental synthesis of chunks of words based on the stability of the POS-tagging.

With no lookahead, the stability of the POS tag was correctly assessed in 92% of the cases (i.e. \(\frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN}\)). Among these decisions, in 37% of the cases, it was rightly decided to postpone the synthesis since the stability of the POS was not guaranteed (FN). On the contrary, in 55% of the cases, the POS tag was considered to be stable so that the synthesis could be triggered confidently (TP). In 8% of the cases, the stability of the POS tag was wrongly assessed, resulting either in a synthesis triggered too soon and with an erroneous POS tag (FP) or with an unnecessary latency (FN).

As expected, the number of such errors (i.e. \(FP+FN\)) decreases when the lookahead increases, with \(\sim 4\%\) for a 1-word lookahead and \(\sim 2\%\) for a 2-word lookahead.

Then, we evaluated the performance of the complete sys-
tem, that is when the 3 decision trees are used jointly as shown in Algorithm 1 (in other words, the decision of the “no lookahead tree” conditions the decision of the “1-word lookahead tree”, etc..) Figure 3 displays the distribution of the test data as a function of the delay needed to guarantee the POS tag stability.
For each considered lookahead (0, 1 and 2, resulting in a maximum latency of 3 words), we also represent the remaining errors (FP, in yellow), that is the amount of words for which the synthesis has been wrongly triggered instead of being delayed. In 60% of the cases, the synthesis is triggered immediately (no lookahead) with 92% of the POS tag correctly estimated. In more than 30% of the cases, a lookahead of 1-word is needed to estimate the POS-tag with 95.4% accuracy. Finally, in 5% of the cases, the synthesis is delayed by at least 2-words (with more than 97.7% accuracy). When considering the combined accuracy of all decisions performed with a maximum latency of 3 words, the proposed adaptive latency approach performs a robust online POS-tagging with \(\sim 90\%\) correlation with respect to the non incremental tagging.

3.2. Perceptual evaluation
The proposed iTTS system with adaptive latency delivers the synthetic voice in groups of words (between 1 and 4 words). This may result in a singular word grouping (i.e prosodic phrasing). To assess the quality of this grouping, we conducted a perceptual evaluation based on a ranking test. A set of 14 sentences extracted from the Combescur corpus [12] was synthesized using our HMM-based iTTS system for French [4] and 4 different strategies of word grouping (resulting in a total of 56 stimuli to rank):

- “WG1: One word per group” which corresponds to a
word-by-word synthesis using no lookahead (e.g. “This -
summer, - the - children - etc.”)

• “WG2: Random word grouping” obtained by replacing
the output of each decision tree by a random binary
value. This strategy is used as a reference condition (e.g.
“This - summer, the - children - etc.”).

• “WG3: Expert-based word grouping” where 3 human
experts were asked to delimit manually the most natural
boundaries of each prosodic phrase, based on the semantic
(e.g. “This summer, the - children - will go - to the
sea”).

• “WG4: Adaptive latency iTTS” which is the word
grouping resulting from the proposed method (e.g. “This
summer, - the children - will - go - to - the sea”).

The duration of the silence between each word group is con-
strained so that the 4 versions of each sentence have all the
same length (with minimum silence duration between each
word chunk set arbitrarily to 300 ms). The listening test was
done online by 20 native speakers of French, with no particular
expertise in speech processing. The participants were asked to
do the test in a quiet environment, with headphones. The pre-
sentation order of the stimuli was randomized for each partici-
 pant. For each sentence, the participant were asked to score the
different stimuli on a Mean-Opinion-Score (MOS) scale rang-
ing from 1 to 5 (a set of 5 labels “very bad, bad, middle, good,
very good” was nevertheless displayed in order to help the sub-
ject in the ranking process). The participant was allowed to play
each stimulus several times. The statistical significance of the
ranking score was assessed using Beta regression, considering
the position of the stimulus on the scale as the variable to ex-
plain, the word grouping strategy as the explanatory variable
(4-level factor), and both the subject ID and sentence ID as ran-
don effects (an Anova test was not suitable since the variable
to explain was bounded).

As expected, the most natural word grouping is the one pro-
posed by human experts (WG3), which can indeed rely on high-
level semantic knowledge. Interestingly, the “one word per
group” strategy (i.e. the strategy that leads to the most reactive
system) was considered less acceptable than the random group-
ing (which was the reference condition). This result shows the
importance of prosodic phrasing in incremental text-to-speech,
where a tradeoff between reactivity and naturalness have to be
found. Finally, and more importantly, the proposed adaptive-
latency iTTS was ranked second. It was assessed significantly
better than the random grouping (and word-by-word synthesis),
but also significantly lower than the expert-based strategy. This
demonstrates the interest of the proposed approach while letting
some room for improvements. To illustrate a possible limitation of
the proposed method, let us focus on one stimulus which was
ranked as “bad” by most listeners: the sentence “Il arrive en
retard en ce moment” (“he arrives late these days”). For this
stimulus, the expert-based word grouping (WG3) was “Il ar-
rive - en retard - en ce moment” whereas the word grouping
resulting from the analysis of POS tag stability gave “Il arrive -
en retard en - ce moment”. This result in a non-natural prosodic
phrasing, notably due to the third chunk “en retard en”. It cor-
responds to the POS sequence “Preposition Noun Preposition”
which is not a common prosodic unit in French. Therefore, the
proposed word grouping strategy based on the sole POS-tag sta-
bility is an interesting but perfectible approach.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

This article introduced a method for robust POS-tagging in the
context of incremental Text-to-speech synthesis. The core idea
is to assess ‘on-the-fly’ whether a POS tag in a given left-
context is likely to be modified when more right-context be-
comes available, and if yes, to postpone the synthesis. This
results in a new iTTS architecture where the synthetic voice is
delivered in word chunks of variable length. Objective evalua-
tion showed that almost 90% accuracy of true positives can be
obtained with a adaptive lookahead between 0 and 3 words, for
French.

Although demonstrating the pertinence of this morphosyn-
tactic parsing for effective incremental speech synthesis, the
perceptual evaluation of the resulting prosodic phrasing led to
contrasting results. Future work will focus on improving this
prosodic phrasing. Among other perspectives, we will notably
combine the proposed approach with the predictive incremental
parsing technique, recently proposed in [13]. Finally, as an
incremental TTS synthesizer is primarily designed for casual
conversation, we will also evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed adaptive latency POS-tagger on other kind of text data,
such as text-messages or tweets.
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